EVIL’S POLITICAL HABITATS
Jodi Dean
In his 2002 State of the Union address, George W. Bush invoked an
“axis of evil”. What available rhetorical ﬁelds enabled the President
to link together North Korea, Iran, and Iraq and then judge the result
as evil? What could hold this unstable train of signiﬁcation together?
Within what discursive registers was such a monstrous, bizarre moral geography even comprehensible?1
“Evil” ﬁnds a hospitable environment in Bush’s presidential addresses because of the speculative identity of two seemingly opposed
patterns of belief prominent in contemporary America—pervasive
relativism and absolutist conviction.2 Through a retrospective on
“evil” in presidential speeches, I show how this coincidence of opposites ﬁrst inhabits the rhetoric of Ronald Reagan, arguably the ﬁgure
Bush most seeks to emulate as president. At work in the words and
personae of both the fortieth and the forty-third presidents is a powerful combination of conviction and vacuity such that resolve exists
simply for its own sake. In Bush’s speeches this resolve culminates
in a vision of himself and America as instruments of the will of God.
“Evil” could inhabit the 2002 State of the Union address not simply
because of Bush’s ﬂuency in the language of the faith, but because of
the coincidence of conviction and the broader culture of relativism in
which the term “evil” ﬂoats so freely. “Evil” is powerful, efﬁcacious,
because its very lack of meaning (or the excesses of meaning overdetermining it, which is the same thing) enables the term to produce
a conviction-effect: no matter what “evil” means, people can be conﬁdent in Bush’s conviction—he knows.3 Hearing the 2002 State of the
Union address, we believed that he was convinced there was an axis
of evil.4
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Many Evils
At ﬁrst glance, it might appear that “evil” could inhabit the 2002 State
of the Union address because of the ready availability of a discourse
of fear and terror following the events of September 11th, one, and of
the prominence of religion in American life, two. Although “evil” no
doubt ﬂourishes in these discursive environments, to focus on either
distracts attention from the pervasiveness of “evil” and the multiplicity of its modes of appearance.
September 11th has been said to have changed everything.5 It exposed the pernicious danger of postmodern relativism and the souldestroying impact of irony. It proved decisively the reality of evil in
the world. And, it has reconﬁgured reality by challenging us, the civilized (according to Bush and Samuel Huntington), to confront, wage
war on, evil. These claims for September 11th are rooted in a discursive habitat formed by and nourished through the culture wars. They
stem from the assumption that over the past forty years Americans
have lost their moral sense, their capacity to speak seriously about
evil. This loss is said to be signiﬁcant, a truncating of the moral world
insofar as the category “evil” is necessary for evaluating experiences,
harms, sufferings, and dangers. This concern about the amputation
of Americans’ moral sense, moreover, shares its discursive habitat
with critical claims regarding the culture of irony, a fecund environment already in the post WWII era as the presumption of the general
secularization of American society took hold.6
That these claims for September 11th stem from the discursive environment of the culture wars is also attested to by a second assumption, namely, that relativists hate America. A number of conservative
thinkers contend that the problem with liberals or postmodernists is
not that they are relativists, but, on the contrary, that their apparent
ethical pluralism is in fact ideological. Liberals and their ilk aren’t
really relativist at all. Rather, they believe that America itself is evil.7
For these conservatives, relativism, and its multicultural, ecumenical,
and ethically pluralist kin, serves as the ideological guise of a treasonous anti-Americanism. These conservatives assume that “evil”
remains part of a postmodern world view, a world view that is antithetical to American values and that September 11th revealed to be a
threat to American unity and security.
The problem with the idea that September 11th provides the conditions of possibility for Bush’s use of “evil” because “everything has
changed” is that it is too vague and broad to account for the speciﬁc52
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ity of the rhetoric of evil. Why did the change in “everything” not
reconﬁgure political language around the need for a global humanity
or in terms of hope, care, or the triumph of the human spirit? That
contemporary political rhetoric does not provide a hospitable environment for these terms seems fairly obvious—but why? A plausible
account would need to attend at least to the discursive ﬁeld of the
culture wars, ﬁnding there the context delimiting “everything”. But,
even if there were a plausible link between September 11th and evil,
this link could not extend by itself to North Korea, Iran, and Iraq. So
how was the articulation of these three countries together with evil
possible?8 What enabled this use of “evil”? An appeal to September
11th can’t answer these questions.
The prominence of religion in American life suggests a readily available reservoir of terms of moral denunciation and outrage.
Eighty percent or more Americans do not doubt the existence of God,
pray daily, and believe in a ﬁnal judgment.9 The religious right is
clearly a powerful political force, one that has strengthened its hold
and inﬂuence over the past thirty years.10 Yet, the ready availability of
languages of faith and religious judgments conﬂicts with the notion
that September 11th changed everything. The latter idea presupposes
an underlying secularization or falling away from faith, a decline or
loss of faith, not its prominence and ready availability as a language
of moral condemnation.11
More important, however, is the rich variation among and within
American religious discourse. Religious language inhabits the political register in multiple, changing, and inconsistent ways. There is not
a single or constant discourse of religion in American history: “evil”
isn’t and never has been “one thing” in American life. Eisenhower,
for example, drew often upon a language of faith, beginning his ﬁrst
inaugural address with a prayer. Yet, his use of “evil” differs signiﬁcantly from Bush’s. Indeed, religious controversy and disagreement
is far more prevalent in U.S. history and politics than anything like a
uniﬁed Christian doctrine. There is even fragmentation and disagreement on the so-called religious right. One of the hardest hitting critiques of the “evils of Fundamentalism” comes from John F. Baugh,
a mainstream Southern Baptist who anchors his arguments ﬁrmly in
the Bible.12
That “evil” in the 2002 State of the Union address grew out of a
language of faith is uncontroversial. Former Bush speech writer David Frum attests that “axis of hatred” in the original draft of the 2002
State of the Union was changed to “axis of evil” because it resonated
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better with the theological language Bush had been using since September 11th.13 To call this theological language “religion”, however,
is to solidify into unity a set of stories, tropes, ethics, and imaginaries
that are already ﬂuid and multiple. Bush’s own salvation experience,
his personal religious walk, does not stand for “religion” in the singular. His relation to scripture and experience of conversion are not
tied to mainstream denominational religion. Rather, they emerged
out of a small-group program of focused reading and discussion
called Community Bible Study. Moreover, the difference between
Bush’s “faith walk” and his father’s Episcopalian upbringing enabled
the younger Bush to serve as the liaison to the religious right for the
1988 presidential campaign.14 In the face of religious pluralism, the
historical changes and variations within and between American religions, Bush’s religiosity cannot account for the “axis of evil”. Instead,
we need to know more about the variety of ways in which religious
invocations can be convincing in politics. How, in other words, are
these invocations at home in a community larger than a speciﬁc community of faith?
Ultimately, the problems occasioned by focusing on September
11th and religion arise from a certain unicity of thought. Each account, in inverse ways, formats “evil” as a singularity as if “evil”
were a master signiﬁer capable of stopping shifts in signiﬁcation. The
idea that “everything has changed” obscures its rhetorical habitat,
treating as a given the culture war’s contestations over morality and
values.15 The idea that a pervasive American religiosity accounts for
“evil” likewise fails to attend to the varieties of religious practice and
expression. In short, operating within each idea is a failure to attend
to the ways that “evil” stimulates speech.
“Evil” is not at all uncommon. It’s all over the place.16 Evil is a
major literary theme. A quick Google search turns up more than ﬁve
million web sites with “evil”. Many are satirical. Some involve faux
mathematical equations proving that women are the root of all evil.
Horror movies often explore the nature of evil, whether in the guise
of say, Hannibal Lecter, or Austin Powers’ nemesis, Dr. Evil. In psychoanalytic terms, evil functions not at a master signiﬁer or nodal
point but as objet petit a, Jacques Lacan’s term for that fantastic/Real
excess that attracts us and repels us, that we can desire but never
reach, that we might ﬂee but can never escape.17 The repressive hypothesis, then, doesn’t apply to evil.18
So even as Bush may invoke “evil” as that ultimate threat which
cannot be left unaddressed, this invocation does not unleash a re54
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pressed language of “evil”. That language is already there. “Evil”
thrives in various habitats and registers. It adapts to differing practices, uses, and deployments. Journalists emphasize this multiplicity,
seemingly stunned by the excesses of evil’s free-ﬂoating moments
even as they ponder the instability of any and all attempts to explain
or signify evil.19 In fact, this very multiplicity ﬁgures into invocations
of evil as that which must be confronted as it comes to be embodied and summoned through extreme, unbearable images. Writing
in Time magazine, Lance Morrow declares, “even if it’s elusive and
even if the term is used brainlessly, evil is still there—a mystery, a
black hole into which reason and sunshine vanish but nonetheless
. . . there. Talk to the children with chopped off hands in Sierra Leone”.20 Armed with horrifying examples, one invokes “evil” as that
which even the most deconstructive postmodernist cannot deny. One
might say that in this way “evil” functions as a conservative logic
of performative contradiction (by getting the relativist to deny that
Hitler or slavery is evil, say, the conservative or absolutist thinks that
he has exposed a fundamental inconsistency that calls into question
the place from which the relativist speaks) or a theological diagnosis
of relativism’s universal symptom (if one accepts that X—or denies
that Y—is evil, then one has no way not to accept, ultimately, the extermination of masses of people, the obliteration of humanity, or the
destruction of the world).21
Detailed, embodied, sexualized bottom-line “evil” appears in David Frum’s account of his role in constructing Bush’s 2002 State of the
Union address. Frum notes his reservations regarding what exactly
to say about Saddam Hussein given that children might be watching the television speech with their parents: “Did we really want the
president describing how Saddam murdered his enemies by burning them alive in acid baths? Or broke their nerve by forcing them
to watch as his soldiers raped their daughters and wives? Or cut off
the hands and ears or gouged out the eyes of soldiers he suspected
of lack of courage?”22 To be sure, these same reservations did not
restrain Bush’s 2003 State of the Union address. In this address, Bush
mentions tortured children whose parents are made to watch. And
he concludes his list of methods used in the “torture chambers of
Iraq”—electric shock, burning with hot irons, dripping acid on skin,
mutilation with electric drills, cutting out tongues—with the words
“if this is not evil, then evil has no meaning”.23
Much more needs to be said about the details of “evil” and the
role of these details in creating a habitat for the language of “evil” in
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political discourse than I can go into here. The matter is not, however,
one of uncovering dogmatism. I say this because the generally interesting and thoughtful account of the modes and genres of political
moralizing offered by Jane Bennett and Michael Shapiro overlooks
the appeal of moral certainty in politics. For them, moralizing refers
to “a style of speaking, writing, and thinking that is too conﬁdent
about its judgments and thus too punitive in its orientation to others”.24 This overconﬁdence, they continue, “slips easily into dogmatism”. Deployments and incursions of “evil” in political language are
resolutely, profoundly, deliberately dogmatic. When politicians like
Bush use “evil”, they are saying that there are conditions and circumstances where dogmatism is necessary. Overconﬁdence and a
punitive orientation are part of their appeal (an appeal marked by the
excessive “too punitive”). For the dogmatic, dogmatism is a strength,
a virtue. What is necessary, then, is a consideration of the contexts
within which dogmatism is reassuring or even desirable.
Accordingly, I move now to a retrospective on “evil” in presidential speeches. These speeches point to an inverse relation between
dogmatism and signiﬁcation. The stronger the chain of signiﬁcations
articulated with evil, the less dogmatic is the use of the term. In reading these speeches, then, I attend to those moments when “evil” shifts
from a statement about an object to a sign of the (dogmatic) conviction of a subject.
Presidential evil
“Evil” has long been comfortable in presidential rhetoric, easily
adapting to its changing demands. Taking up the Puritan political
sermon or jeremiad, Sacvan Bercovich speciﬁes the role of this rhetoric in producing “America” as a symbol.25 My account begins in the
Depression and period directly prior to the Cold War. Brieﬂy put, as
president, Franklin Delano Roosevelt turns to “evil” as he leads the
country out of the Depression. He links evil with capitalist excess and
the poverty it engenders. His successor, Harry S. Truman, takes on the
association of evil with poverty even as he worries about the potential for evil associated with technological development. At the same
time, his language comes to express the polarities that will structure
the Cold War. Evil, however, is not an element in this articulation.
Thus, while evil’s primary rhetorical host is economic distress, a secondary variant of “evil” also emerges at this time. This “evil” rides in
on complexity and its challenge to power in a democracy.
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Roosevelt’s 1933 inaugural address is known primarily for its oftrepeated line, “the only thing we have to fear is fear itself”.26 Not surprisingly, then, evil is nothing to fear. Government can address and
manage evil. Performing this address and management, Roosevelt
speaks of “evils” in the plural and expels these evils to the past. He
observes that there are two safeguards against a return of the “evils
of the old order”: strict supervision of all banking, credits, and investment and an end to speculation with other people’s money. In
Roosevelt’s second and third inaugural addresses, “evil” inhabits
the same rhetorical environment. Not only does Roosevelt continue
to criticize those who “betray for proﬁt the elementary decencies of
life”, he notes as well that Americans are no longer tolerant of abuses
of power and heedless self-interest, “evil things formerly accepted”
but now not so easily condoned. The third address announces that
the country has survived its crisis and “put away evil things”.
Even as “evil” is most comfortable in the register of past economic practices no longer threatening America, an evil variant appears in
the second inaugural. Here, “evil” remains something to be managed
through governance. Yet, now its temporality has changed. Rather
than banished to the past, it is projected into a sort of indeﬁnite future-present, the universal extra-temporality of moral engagement.
Suggesting that the strength of democracy stems from the power
lodged in the people, Roosevelt advises, “as intricacies of human
relationships increase, so power to govern them also must increase,
power to stop evil; power to do good”.
In his ﬁrst years as president, Truman reiterates Roosevelt’s associations of evil with poverty. His 1948 State of the Union address
refers to economic distress as a “disease whose evil effects spread far
beyond the boundaries of the afﬂicted nation”. The following year,
in a general treatment of economic and social problems such as low
minimum wage, growing monopolies, prejudice, and intolerance as
opportunities for the Congress and the president to work together
for the good of the people, he underscores that “Our ﬁrst great opportunity is to protect our economy against the evils of boom and
bust”. In addition to linking evil to poverty, Truman also employs the
evil variant that appeared in Roosevelt’s second inaugural. That is to
say, Truman, too, posits evil as something in the future, something
to be resisted or overcome through the power of the people. Thus, in
his 1950 State of the Union address, in the context of scientiﬁc, technological, and, presumably, military developments associated with
“opening the secrets of nature”, Truman announces, “Man must cre57
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ate the moral and legal framework for the world which will insure
that his new powers are used for good and not evil. In shaping the
outcome, the people of the United States will play a leading role”. As
with Roosevelt’s speeches, then, so do Truman’s provide a rhetorical habitat for evil: poverty, economic inequality, and the unchecked
pursuit of proﬁt are objects appropriately designated “evil”, at the
same time, “evil” appears as the object of a project for the future, one
associated with the moral strength of democratic governance.
Nevertheless, along with the political climate, the discursive environment of the late 1940s was changing. One site where the change
can be detected is in a speech Truman gives before a joint session
of Congress in 1947. In that speech, Truman requests economic assistance for Greece and Turkey (and elaborates what would become
known as the Truman Doctrine).27 He also uses the term “evil” and
suggests a vision of the world as split between freedom and oppression. “Evil,” however, rather than explicitly tied to Soviet communism, remains articulated with poverty. More speciﬁcally, Truman
asserts: “At the present moment in world history nearly every nation
must choose between alternative ways of life. The choice is too often not a free one”. On one side is a way of life based on the will of
the majority and “distinguished by free institutions, representative
government, free elections, guarantees of individual liberty, freedom
of speech and religion, and freedom from political oppression”. On
the other side is a way of life that “relies upon terror and oppression, a controlled press and radio, ﬁxed elections, and the suppression of personal freedoms”.28 Despite this characterization of Soviet
communism, Truman refrains from referring to either the regime or
the ideology as “evil”. Instead, “evil” retains its link with economic
deprivation: “The seeds of totalitarian regimes are nurtured by misery and want. They spread and grow in the evil soil of poverty and
strife”. Evil ﬂourishes in fetid zones of neediness, brutality, and despair. With this variation in the rhetorical environment established,
Truman’s image of the conﬂict in Korea as an “evil war by proxy” in
his 1951 State of the Union address is not surprising.29
President Dwight D. Eisenhower drops from his rhetoric the social and economic sense of evil, embracing instead Truman’s opposition between freedom and slavery. Speaking within the symbolic
frame of the Cold War, Eisenhower depicts this opposition in terms
of a moral struggle between good and evil, although, like Truman,
he refrains from calling the Soviet enemy itself “evil”. Additionally,
even as Eisenhower adopts a more religious rhetoric than that of his
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two immediate predecessors, the link they make between scientiﬁc
and technological power and the challenge this power poses for future paths toward good or evil nevertheless continues to inhabit his
speeches. I focus here on his ﬁrst inaugural address (which establishes the rhetorical patterns he will follow thereafter; interestingly, he
will not use the term “evil” in his famous “military-industrial-complex” speech).
Before beginning his speech, Eisenhower asks his audience to bow
their heads as he utters what he refers to as “a little private prayer of
my own”. (That Eisenhower refers to a prayer said in a public ofﬁcetaking ceremony as private, given that he speaks the prayer aloud
and asks the audience to join him in bowing their heads, deeply challenges the notion of “private”. Still, the very fact that Eisenhower felt
compelled to refer to his prayer as “private” suggests the continued
presence of some sort of boundary or line between personal expressions of religious faith and public responsibility. In other words,
were he to have no sense of the importance of a separation between
church and state or faith and politics, Eisenhower would not have
paid lip-service to the distinction between public and private acts.)
He then testiﬁes to the signiﬁcance of the present moment in American history:
The world and we have passed the midpoint of a century of continuing
challenge. We sense with all our faculties that forces of good and evil are
massed and armed and opposed as rarely before in history.
This fact deﬁnes the meaning of this day. We are summoned by this
honored and historic ceremony to witness more than the act of one citizen swearing his oath of service, in the presence of God. We are called as
a people to give testimony in the sight of the world to our faith that the
future shall belong to the free.30

Having grown in strength and responsibility in the course of confronting wars and economic depression, the U.S. ﬁnds itself beseeching God’s guidance and “groping to know the full sense and meaning
of these times”. Is the world heading toward darkness or nearing the
light? This particular time of trial “comes at a moment when man’s
power to achieve good or to inﬂict evil surpasses the brightest hopes
and the sharpest fears of all ages”. Yet, the very hopes and promises
mankind’s achievements have enabled now imperil life itself. The
proper response to science, the only response adequate to the threat
of darkness and annihilation facing the world, is faith.
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For Eisenhower, it is time for America to reafﬁrm and proclaim
the faith of the free in man’s deathless dignity as governed by eternal
and natural law. “This faith deﬁnes our full view of life”, Eisenhower
declares. “It establishes, beyond debate, those gifts of the Creator
that are man’s inalienable rights, and that make all men equal in His
sight”. Enemies of this faith worship force, and torture truth. America’s destiny as the leader of the free world is thus to confront these
enemies with conﬁdence, conviction, moral strength, and, again,
staunch faith. All Americans must be united as they renew their faith
and devote themselves to the nation’s fundamental precepts:
No person, no home, no community can be beyond the reach of this call.
We are summoned to act in wisdom and in conscience, to work with industry, to teach with persuasion, to preach with conviction, to weigh our
every deed with care and with compassion. For this truth must be clear
before us: whatever America hopes to bring to pass in the world must
ﬁrst come to pass in the heart of America.

In sum, “evil” serves in Eisenhower’s rhetoric to mark the moral
precipice on which America, and the world, ﬁnd themselves. What
Roosevelt and Truman projected into the future as the possible object
of a collective project confronts America as a problem now, in the
present. “Evil” is that in opposition to which America can know and
realize who it is.31
John F. Kennedy’s inaugural address (“ask not what your country can do for you”) adopts a tone decidedly different from Eisenhower’s. Rather than emphasizing a fundamental division in the
world, Kennedy appeals to hopes for peace, to civility, to arms control, to scientiﬁc wonder (rather than terror) and to shared struggle
against common problems of disease, poverty, and war. Kennedy’s
language is also far less religious (likely because religious language
from Kennedy would suggest his Catholicism and could occasion
anxiety about Papal inﬂuence). These changes have not created a discursive environment completely inhospitable to evil—but close. In
two speeches given in June of 1963, Kennedy refers to communism
as an evil system. He nevertheless qualiﬁes these remarks, noting
that “no government or social system is so evil that its people must
be considered as lacking in virtue” and bracketing the attribution of
“evil” as words of “a few who say”.32 Such qualiﬁcation may have enabled the mutated “evil” that appears in his address on the Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty. In this speech, evil is linked neither to America’s
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moral destiny nor to economic and social ills. Rather, it appears as an
object in non-American eyes, that is, as how others may see America.
The President notes:
These tests befoul the air of all men and all nations, the committed and
the uncommitted alike, without their knowledge and without their consent. That is why the continuation of atmospheric testing causes so many
countries to regard all nuclear powers as equally evil; and we can hope
that its prevention will enable all those countries to see the world more
clearly, while enabling all the world to breathe more easily.33

Kennedy’s language suggests that if America looks at itself from the
perspective of nonaligned nations, it might well recognize a more
complex moral world than the one governing its prior assumptions
of right.
Lyndon B. Johnson retains this more complex vision, suggesting
as well that it is not one conducive to the language of “evil”. Thus,
in his “Let Us Continue” speech given after Kennedy’s assassination,
Johnson doesn’t declare war on evil or unite Americans in steadfast
dedication to its eradication. Rather, he says that the challenge is not
to linger over this “evil moment”, but to move forward. To this end,
Johnson urges Congress to increase taxes and enact a civil rights bill.
He concludes:
The time has come for Americans of all races and creeds and political
beliefs to understand and respect each other. So let us put an end to the
teaching and the preaching of hate and evil and violence. Let us turn
away from the fanatics of the far left and the far right, from the apostles
of bitterness and bigotry . . .34

Finding “evil’s” proper home to be in the extreme speech of fanatics,
Johnson attempts to weed it out of political speech.
Yet, he can’t eliminate it entirely. “Evil” sometimes appears in its
older form as a social and economic evil, as lack and deprivation.35
“Evil” also sprouts up in Johnson’s 1967 State of the Union address,
albeit sheltered within a quote from Thomas Jefferson: “It is the melancholy law of human societies to be compelled sometimes to choose
a great evil in order to ward off a greater evil”. Johnson invokes these
words to justify the choice to ﬁght a limited war in Vietnam.
Perhaps because evil had become, at least in this speciﬁc rhetoric, something America chose, that is, an acknowledged although
dreaded attribute of American actions, it only rarely ﬁnds itself in
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the words of the three presidents who follow Johnson. For the most
part, these presidents actively and consciously employ a political
language designed to lessen political tensions. I include here a few
examples. Nixon, in his ﬁrst inaugural address, reiterates Johnson’s
attempt to produce a moderate political language even as he distances himself from Johnson’s war. Drawing from a Quaker language of
simplicity, quietude, and responsive listening, Nixon suggests that
answers to America’s problems might be found if Americans look
within themselves for “the simple things, the basic things” such as
“goodness, decency, love and kindness”. If Americans are to listen to
each other, moreover, they will have to learn to stop shouting. Nixon
notes that “America has suffered from a fever of words; from inﬂated
rhetoric that promises more than it can deliver; from angry rhetoric
that fans discontents into hatreds; from bombastic rhetoric that postures instead of persuading”. As “we”, the American people, learn to
speak quietly, government, also identiﬁed as “we,” will listen: “We
will strive to listen in new ways—to the voices of quiet anguish, the
voices that speak without words, the voices of the heart—to the injured voices, the anxious voices, the voices that have despaired of
being heard”.36 In this environment, “evil” has no place.
Gerald Ford also expresses exhaustion with evil, a sense that
words like “evil” should not inhabit political discussion. “Evil” is too
extreme and dangerous a term for politics. But, even as Ford wants
the term eliminated, it undergoes an additional mutation in his rhetoric: “evil” is how “others” refer to America. In his January 19, 1976
State of the Union Address, Ford complains that Americans have for
too long “downgraded” themselves as a nation. “The American people have heard too much about how terrible our mistakes, how evil
our deeds, and how misguided our purposes. The American people
know better. The truth is we are the world’s greatest democracy.”37
In his ofﬁcial speeches as President, Carter doesn’t use “evil” at all,
emphasizing instead the more inclusive ideal of human rights.
Ronald Reagan’s speeches employ a radically different rhetoric
from those of his immediate predecessors. On the one hand, the stark
divisions of his Cold Warrior stance create, as did Eisenhower’s, a
fertile environment for the oppositions of good and evil, free and totalitarian, us and them. On the other hand, evil’s political habitat in
Reagan’s speeches is so rich that the term rapidly reproduces and
spreads far beyond the initial binary of American and Soviet. Among
those items Reagan identiﬁes as “evil” are dim economic prospects,
inﬂation, stagﬂation, terrorism, deaths of American soldiers in El Sal62
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vador, international drug-trafﬁcking, “more and more government
intervention”, segregation, discrimination based on race, religion,
and sex, racism, anti-Semitism, ethnic and religious intolerance, Hitler, and the Holocaust.38 Thus, in Reagan’s speeches, myriad issues
are matters of moral struggle. Indeed, this condition of struggle is,
for Reagan, ontological: the world itself consists of great good and
great evil. Such an establishing of evil as a fact of existence changes
the character of the moral judgment. Under conditions of ontological
evil, failing to recognize evil becomes moral weakness while naming it becomes the key signiﬁer of moral strength, courage, and will.
Differently put, Reagan’s language blends two approaches to evil, a
moral and an ontological, and such a blending transforms political
struggles between winners and losers into moral struggles between
saints and sinners or, worse, the forces of God and the forces of Satan.39
Ontological evil provides the context for Reagan’s “evil empire”
speech and one he made in 1992 at the Oxford Union. This latter address, moreover, exempliﬁes most strongly the discursive environment of “evil today”. I turn ﬁrst to the “evil empire” speech. Reagan
delivered it before the National Association of Evangelicals in Orlando, Florida on March 8, 1983.40 The ﬁrst half of the speech emphasizes
policies dear to the Christian right: restrictions on abortion and a constitutional amendment to restore prayer to public schools. Although
this part of the speech appeals to religious tenets with a long history
in American political rhetoric (with cites to William Penn, Thomas
Jefferson, and George Washington), it is not itself expressed in the
language of religious conviction.
That mode of expression appears in the second half of the speech.
As he concludes his discussion of every child’s right to life, Reagan
observes “a great spiritual awakening in America”. Shortly thereafter, he repeats, “America is in the midst of a spiritual awakening”.
He then repeats the biblical keynote of the evangelical association’s
meeting, “yes, let justice roll on like a river”. As I see it, these repetitions serve as a transition into a more religious mode of speech, into
a language of faith. And, indeed, as Reagan moves to the last two issues of his speech, he turns to philosophy and theology to ground his
claims about ontological evil:
…we must never forget that no government schemes are going to perfect man. We know that living in this world means dealing with what
philosophers would call the phenomenology of evil or, as theologians
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would put it, the doctrine of sin. There is sin and evil in the world, and
we’re enjoined by Scripture and the Lord Jesus to oppose it with all our
might.

The world is a moral battleﬁeld, the site of the epochal struggle between good and evil, right and wrong, and God commands his people, not to turn the other way or shield themselves from evil, not to
appease or accommodate their adversaries, but to struggle, with all
their might, against evil in this world.
The last two issues in Reagan’s speech are dramatized within this
fundamental struggle that faces humanity as a whole. The ﬁrst enacts
the puriﬁcation of the soul or the setting in order of one’s house that
prepares the chosen for spiritual warfare. Reagan tells the evangelicals that America, too, has “a legacy of evil with which it must deal”.
This legacy involves racism, anti-Semitism, bigotry, and prejudice.41
Reagan enjoins his audience to transcend these evils: “Use the mighty
voice of your pulpits and the powerful standing of your churches to
denounce and isolate these hate groups in our midst. The commandment given us is clear and simple: ‘Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself’”. Cleansed of past sins and girded in moral rectitude, America will have the strength for the ultimate battle, a spiritual battle,
against the “aggressive impulses of an evil empire”.
The stakes are high—people’s very souls. After he urges his audience to stand with him in opposing “the so-called nuclear freeze solutions proposed by some”, Reagan shifts, dramatically, to the story of
a young father, a father who loves his two little girls so much that he
would rather see his “little girls die now, still believing in God, than
have them grow up under communism and one day die no longer believing in God”. The ﬁght against the Soviets is a ﬁght for salvation,
eternal life. And so Reagan declares:
Yes, let us pray for the salvation of all of those who live in totalitarian
darkness—pray that they will discover the joy of knowing God. But until they do, let us be aware that while they preach the supremacy of the
state, declare its omnipotence over individual man, and predict its eventual domination of all peoples on the earth, they are the focus of evil in
the modern world.

Like the serpent in the garden, an image Reagan also invokes, Marxism-Leninism tempts humanity with false promises of power and
omnipotence. But, these are not promises any government can keep:
true strength is spiritual. Likewise, America, although it needs strong
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defense, cannot rely simply on bombs and rockets: “The real crisis
we face today is a spiritual one; at root, it is a test of moral will and
faith”.
Evil is alive in Regan’s speech. It is a powerful force that permeates the world in which Americans ﬁnd themselves and that establishes the very conditions that give meaning to their lives. These
conditions are uncertain and opaque: insofar as there are so many
evils—totalitarianism and intolerance, intrusive government and
sexual and racial discrimination—it becomes difﬁcult to see what,
precisely, the attribution “evil” is signifying. More bluntly put, how
can Reagan invoke a Christian God, claim that the Soviets are evil
because they do not believe in God, and urge tolerance? Reagan’s
emphasis on tolerance thus introduces an uncertainty into what, exactly, is evil—indeed, the American legacy of evil he invokes is rife
with division on precisely this point. Is what was once understood
as the evil of miscegenation, for example, now to be recognized as
an instance of the evil of discrimination? And what about the right
to abortion? Why is that not important in ending sex discrimination,
another evil that Reagan urges his evangelical audience to address?
Yet the ambiguity here is important for it opens up a space for moral
will, for decisiveness and action, for living struggle. For Reagan, evil
is clear. He knows what it is. By naming evil, then, Reagan places
himself within a prophetic tradition dear to evangelicals and rooted
in American history. He places himself, that is to say, in the position
of someone with an ontological knowledge of the truth and with the
moral courage to speak the truth. Evil’s ambiguity enables the importance of the term to shift to the one willing to invoke it.
In a later interview, Reagan emphasizes that the importance of
“evil” in the speech was not so much that it characterized the Soviets,
though it did, but that it expressed a willingness to acknowledge real
differences between the US and the USSR. Thus, in response to the
interviewer’s observation that the speech made it seem like reconciliation between the two powers would be impossible given that what
was at stake was a confrontation between good and evil, light and
dark, Regan responds:
I think it is somehow lifting that out of context—of this line and this description as the focus of evil and so forth. Certainly their entire beliefs,
beginning with the disbelief in God—their beliefs are so contrary to what
we accept as morality. Witness a Kampuchea and an Afghanistan and
so forth. But no, what I was pointing out there, and I still believe is time-
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tested and proven, is not the inevitability of war, but a recognition and
a willingness to face up to what these differences are in our views and
between us, to be realistic about it.42

Realism, for Reagan, involves the recognition of the evil in the world,
the willingness to accept that the world is not a perfect place and
never will be. Reagan knows what the world is like and he is strong
enough in his convictions to face this world without blinking or
blinders.
This conviction, this willingness to acknowledge and name evil
in the world, is not limited to the discursive environment of the Cold
War. Rather, the end of the Cold War releases the terminology of evil
from the already weak constraints of the confrontation between the
US and USSR. This spreading, ﬂourishing evil, and the willingness
to name it, is the second aspect of Reagan’s speeches that continues
to ﬂourish today in the rhetoric of George W. Bush. It appears most
strongly in a speech Reagan gave in England after he was president
and after the end of the Cold War.
On December 4, 1994, Reagan delivered the address, “Democracy’s Next Battle”, at the Oxford Union Society.43 Noting that the ﬁght
against totalitarianism “was a grand and noble cause, one that united
the entire civilized world”, Reagan ﬁnds that its end has “robbed
much of the west of its uplifting, common purpose”. “Will we turn
inward, lulled by a dangerous complacency and the short-sighted
view that the end of one Evil Empire means the permanent banishment of evil in all its forms?” he asks. To answer, and in answering
restore a sense of mission to the “civilized world”, Reagan returns to
ontological evil: “Evil still stalks the planet”. Although this evil is not
identical to the evil of Marxism-Leninism, although it is not systematic, coherent, or localized, it continues inevitably to permeate the
world. As Reagan declares,
Its ideology may be nothing more than blood lust; no program more
complex than economic plunder or military aggrandizement. But it is
evil all the same. And wherever there are forces in the world that would
destroy the human spirit and diminish human potential, they must be
recognized and they must be countered.

The mission Reagan envisions is for “civilized nations” to stand “in
unison” against “immoral and deadly excesses” around the globe
such as those undertaken by Saddam Hussein and in places like
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Bosnia, Somalia, and Sudan. Fighting these evils will require imposing “civilized standards” of international conduct and enforcing
those standards with a fully equipped U.N. force—“an army of conscience”. Thus, Reagan challenges his Oxford audience to contribute
to the “age-old battle for individual freedom and human dignity”.
The next generations, like the ones before them, have a cause and service to this cause will provide their lives with meaning. They should
not forget those who suffer violence and neglect. As Reagan enjoins,
“Do not abandon them to the evils of totalitarian rule or democratic
neglect”. In this late speech, then, democratic neglect, failure to name
and act, is itself an evil, one that Reagan is continuing to ﬁght.
Since his presidency ended, Republicans and conservatives have
continued to praise Reagan for his resolve. Crediting him with bringing down the Soviet Union and, echoing his 1984 campaign theme,
with bringing morning to America after the “malaise” of the Carter
years, those on America’s political right celebrate Reagan for the realism and moral strength of his political message. But, what exactly
does realism mean here? The obvious answer that “realism” refers
to the emphasis on security characteristic of the realist school of international relations, fails to explain why, exactly, a bifurcated world
view and disdain for arms control are realistic responses to a nuclear
standoff. More importantly, this answer fails to account for the context of Reagan’s invocations of evil in his ontology. For Reagan, evil is
Real—it ﬂows throughout the world, threatening and subverting the
civilized order. Precisely because of its pervasive, excessive, nature,
this evil can be slippery, deceptive. Recognizing it, naming it, thus
requires will—the will to break with conventional wisdom, stop paying lip service to the order of appearances, reject established political
norms (this rejection of norms is of course a key feature of realist
international relations). Indeed, the necessity of the strength of will
is all important given the loss, violation, or denial of the symbolic
order: naming evil demands a response, a willingness to “do what is
necessary”, to engage in acts and practices that, from the perspective
of the symbolic, may seem themselves to be evil.
One of the insights of psychoanalysis is that the decline of the
symbolic leads to a powerful alliance of the imaginary with the Real.
Such an alliance is clearly at work with Reagan for, accompanying
his ontological evil, were fantasy images of Reagan as a cowboy and
explicit acknowledgements of his work as an actor. The realism of
Reagan’s political will, in other words, was always supported by
fantasies of ﬁgures of strength. Reagan could play these roles and,
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indeed, gestured to them by repeating lines from his movies, “take
one for the Gipper”.
American presidents have long drawn from religious language.
Twentieth century presidents have, like those who came before them,
used the term “evil”. But the term means different things in different
contexts—and sometimes it doesn’t mean anything at all; sometimes,
that is, it signiﬁes the will of the one who speaks it, not the object to
which it refers. The discursive environment provided by Reagan’s
speeches differs signiﬁcantly from those of his immediate predecessors—Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Ford, and Carter. Superﬁcially, they
resemble Eisenhower’s, but this resemblance to Eisenhower’s is misleading. Not only does Eisenhower refer to his inaugural prayer as
“private” and refrain from attempting to convert the Soviets from
their atheism, but he also treats the forces of good and evil as elements
of the symbolic order of the Cold War: freedom is good and totalitarian slavery is evil. Eisenhower invokes a symbolically consistent
moral world, one where the ambiguities and tensions always subverting attributions of good and evil are repressed, contained. In that
moment of history when the world faces a choice between good and
evil, America must not give way on its faith in human freedom and
dignity. These inalienable rights are gifts of the Creator; the struggle
to secure them takes place in the presence of the Creator, and America turns to the Creator for guidance in these times. But, Eisenhower
does not say that he or America is an instrument of the Creator. He
does not say that God has instructed the US to ﬁght His battle against
the forces of evil. In short, Eisenhower’s language works within the
symbolic order of the Cold War as it presents Americans as subjects
with choices and responsibilities. Reagan depicts evil as Real and
says that God commands us to ﬁght against it.
The difference between Reagan’s language and that of Truman
and Roosevelt is also misleading. Like them, he links evil to technological complexity, diminished human potential, and that which is
to be fought through the moral strength of democratic governance.
Yet, what is most striking is what happens to governance in the face
of Reagan’s ontologization of evil: a radical fusion of previously
separate ﬁelds and practices. Recall, Reagan ﬁnds evil in dim economic prospects, deaths of American soldiers in El Salvador, terrorism, drug-trafﬁcking, “excessive” government intervention, intolerance, segregation, discrimination, racism, and anti-Semitism. In the
Oxford Union speech, moreover, he urges that wherever they arise
all such forces must be recognized and countered. He envisions a
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U.N. backed “army of conscience”. Ontological evil thus overﬂows
already unstable distinctions between war and policing, religion and
politics, justice and administration. In the face of the Real of evil,
these divisions—and a disciplining, actuarial approach to risk—fall
apart. Rather than operating within a political space, ontological evil,
as I argue in the next section, participates in its foreclosure or elimination.44
George W. Bush and Ontological Evil
Just as Reagan prayed for the salvation of those living in totalitarian
darkness, so does George W. Bush ﬁnd religion the best response to
political troubles. As Howard Fineman observes, “the Bush administration is dedicated to the idea that there is an answer to societal
problems here and to terrorism abroad: give everyone, everywhere,
the freedom to ﬁnd God, too”.45 And, just as Reagan envisions in his
Oxford Union address, so does Bush see the world today as a religious war of good versus evil expressed through the racial logic
of the civilized versus the barbarians. To draw out these parallels, I
emphasize Bush’s combination of vacuity and conviction. Not only
does “evil” inhabit Bush’s speeches as an ontological given and thus
highlight his resolve in naming it, but it works further to designate
the subject confronting evil as an object or instrument of God. Because conviction comes from God, the one who names evil serves as
an extension or embodiment of God’s will. I am tempted to make the
point even more strongly—the only way Bush can guarantee that he is
chosen by God is by demonstrating the power God gives him to name and
confront evil without wavering, with complete and utter conviction (in
the face of criticism, competing facts, alternative views, etc). For the
responsible will of fallible and uncertain political subjects, then, ontological evil substitutes confrontations between objects in accordance
with the inevitabilities of the will of God. Put more psychoanalytically, Bush’s embrace of ontological evil entails a shift from the hysterical subject of democracy, the subject who keeps asking questions
and challenging authority, to the perverse, post-political subject—the
pervert has no doubts; he “brings to light, stages, practices the secret
fantasies that sustain the dominant public discourse”.46 The pervert
knows what is required and makes himself into that instrument that
does what is required.
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Accounts of the 2000 presidential campaign emphasize the emptiness, if not downright stupidity, of George W. Bush. Bush exhibited little interest in policy speciﬁcs and little knowledge of political
issues. Polls taken during the primaries, says Frank Bruni, the New
York Times reporter assigned to the Bush campaign and White House,
“showed that support for Bush was less ﬁrmly grounded in anything
real than support for some other candidate was”.47 Respondents
found it difﬁcult to give speciﬁc reasons for their support for Bush.
Yet Bush’s vagueness was useful. Bush was a candidate “whose very
lack of bold deﬁnition—whose spongy failure to make an emphatic
mark—allowed him to assume the attributes of the scenery around
him. It enabled him to be whatever people were inclined or wanted
to see, a Rorschach running for president”.48 A key element of the
Republican campaign was thus to rely on images and effects that
would affect voters viscerally. The Bush campaign demonstrated,
Bruni writes,
how much could be ﬁxed with powder and puffery, how thoroughly a
candidate could be transformed from the outside in, how little he had to
do but stand on the right set, under the right lighting, and say the right
lines. If it was hard to ﬁgure out exactly what Bush was made of—and
if, by September 11, 2001, it was not a whole lot easier—this was a good
part of the reason.49

Bush’s vagueness persisted into the early months of his presidency.
Again, he demonstrated little patience with the details of governance
or the complexities of public policy. His few public statements were
vapid sound bites; anything more he tended to bungle with the sort
of malapropisms one associates with young children. As his former
speech writer David Frum emphasizes, “Bush’s political vision was
unclear”. Bush had political instincts and general beliefs, but, in the
ﬁrst half of 2001, it was nearly impossible to tell what, if any, ideas
Bush actually had.50
Bush’s vacuity was coupled with conviction. His personal faith,
the salvation experience that led him to quit drinking and get serious about his life, was his most distinct feature. Voters may not have
known exactly what compassionate conservatism entailed, but they
did know that Bush was a man of conviction, that he was decisive and
relied on his gut instincts. The fact of this conviction has dominated
Bush’s speeches and the message his administration has sought to
impart since September 11th. The terms “evil” and “evil-doers” fre70
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quent his rhetoric, as do deeper and more signiﬁcant religious allusions.51
Yet, the confused and scattered initial reactions of the Bush administration to the September 11th attacks should not be forgotten.
Speaking in an elementary school in Florida when the planes hit the
twin towers, Bush didn’t return to Washington for over nine hours,
ﬂying instead to air bases in Louisiana and Nebraska. To many, his
initial speeches seemed ill-suited to the magnitude of the moment.
Early polls suggested that barely half the country were “highly conﬁdent” in Bush’s ability to handle the crisis.52 The White House staff
worked to control the situation by repeating at every possible moment that the president was “focused” and “resolute”. According
to Bruni, “the efﬁcacy of even such transparent tactics soon became
clear”. By using this vocabulary over and over, aides lodged it so
deeply in the minds of reporters that these reporters began adopting it without even realizing it. On the morning after Bush’s address
to Congress, stories in both the Washington Post and the Times that
analyzed his demeanor used the word ‘resolute’, without quotation
marks, in the ﬁrst paragraphs”.53
Not surprisingly, the term “resolute” and its kin, “resolve” and
“resolution” feature prominently in Bush’s September 20, 2001 address to Congress. They characterize what Bush asks of the American people as they enter into “civilization’s war”, a war that divides
the world into those who stand with America and those who stand
with America’s murderous enemies. They also characterize Bush’s
own rhetoric: he is certain. He knows—the rightness of the war, even
the end of the war. As he testiﬁes, “The course of this conﬂict is not
known, yet its outcome is certain. Freedom and fear, justice and cruelty, have always been at war, and we know that God is not neutral
between them”.54 Bush doesn’t know the course of the war, but that
sort of detail doesn’t matter. What matters is Bush’s certainty that
God is on America’s side and that God’s side always wins. After the
September 20th speech, conﬁdence in Bush jumped to eighty-six percent (an extraordinary number for an American president) and remained over eighty during the next several months.55
Such conﬁdence in Bush results from the combination of vacuity and resolve. What mattered was less the content of speech than
the fact that he demonstrated resolve, strength, command. On the
one hand, this is not surprising: as was often repeated in the media
during those days, America was looking for leadership. One might
also express this idea in psychoanalytic terms: many Americans were
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looking for someone through whom they could enact revenge for the
attacks. On the other hand, there is something surprising in the emptiness of Bush’s expectations for Americans—they were to show resolve, too, but in what? In going about their everyday lives, returning
to business, loving their families, hugging their children, and shopping. Bush gave Americans permission to do what they wanted to
do; doing what they wanted was now their patriotic duty!
Additionally, one should note the splitting that media emphasis
on Bush as presidential effects: insofar as the news media in the ﬁrst
months following the September 11th attacks emphasized (incorporating language given them by the White House) how presidential
Bush was they inadvertently voiced an anxiety that he was not quite
presidential or that there was at least a risk of him not being presidential enough. Shouldn’t resolve be demonstrated by more than going
back to our everyday activities? Shouldn’t someone be made to suffer? To
die? Differently put, attention to the appropriateness of his resolve or
demeanor underscores the gap between the man and his ofﬁce. As
the war on terror continued, this gap was covered over by the fantasy
of a second, evil, more powerful, leader, one perhaps less constrained
by goodness or compassion, one willing to exact the necessary, awful
revenge—Vice President Dick Cheney at work in his secret underground bunker, heading the shadow government.
Slavoj Žižek’s account of the two ﬁgures of the Master helps
explain the importance of this doubling of authority. The invisible
Master, Žižek writes, “is a kind of uncanny double of public authority: he has to act in shadow, invisible to the public eye, irradiating a
phantomlike, spectral omnipotence”.56 If Bush was the visible voice
of justice, resolute, but vague nevertheless, then fantasies of Cheney
provided the obscene supplement underpinning this resolve. After
September 11th, Bush relied on “evil” to work as a nodal point holding together the discourse that would establish the meaning of the
war on terror. Bush and Cheney were two sides of the Master installing this meaning. Bush could give people what they wanted and the
very vagueness of what he was giving could be covered over by the
fantasy of the repulsive Cheney at work behind the scenes, a fantasy
of people really getting what they wanted. Cheney provided the fantasy of secret power, of actions so unbecoming to the president, to
America, that they best not see the light of day.
The war on terror is the appropriate background for Bush’s axisof-evil speech not because Saddam Hussein had any connection with
September 11th but because Bush’s ontological evil fuses all violence,
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crimes, threats, and the potential or possibility of any violence, crime,
or threat into the theater of absolute struggle. As he said in his September 20, 2001 address, anyone not on the side of America was on
the side of the terrorists, that is, on the side of evil. Recognizing the
importance of this ontological evil makes clear why the facts and details and justiﬁcations for war against Iraq had so little to do with the
actual invasion. Bush knows—he doesn’t need to be bogged down
by policies and inspections. Bush is certain—he doesn’t need the
support or consent of other nations. His certainty comes from God.
Precisely because Bush doesn’t think so much as feel and pray and
rely on his gut, he can know and be certain. Naming evil enacts this
certainty. The war against Iraq made sense because it was part of the
struggle against evil. The imaginary axis of evil says nothing about
Iraq, North Korea, and Iran. It says something about Bush. Secretary of State Colin Powell said as much as he defended the speech
by emphasizing “the president’s very powerful and clear and honest
statement”.57 The statement is powerful, clear, and honest—the president spoke from his heart. The actual facts are not the issue. Bush’s
conviction empowers him to see among the excesses of evil ﬂowing
throughout the world that evil that must be directly confronted and
named: he can do more than ﬁght a vague war on terrorism; he can
locate in the present those evils that might threaten us in the future.
“Evil” thus designates that “special something” (objet petit a), that extra beyond brutal, repressive, very bad, that Bush takes as his call to
eliminate. (And, conveniently, considering evil as objet petit a highlights the way that it will never be eradicated; instead, it is an aspect
of the drive to eradicate as such. Bush’s notorious May 2003 landing
of a small Viking jet onto the USS Abraham Lincoln aircraft carrier
to announce the victory of US forces in Iraq is a good example here.
What criticism of this publicity stunt misses is the way that the warrior images enacted not Bush’s fantasy of US militarism but the reality of US militarism—the staged fantasy didn’t cover up the truth of
ongoing military conﬂict. On the contrary, it performed it and in so
doing expressed the truth of Bush’s intentions to continue in his ﬁght
to eliminate evil from the world.)
One last aspect of the way “evil” inhabits Bush’s language is crucial to understanding how Bush could invoke an axis of evil. This last
aspect, moreover, points less toward Bush’s serving as some kind of a
Master who knows than it does to Bush’s functioning perversely as a
kind of object or instrument. Bush sees himself as chosen by God. He
sees America as duty bound to ensure the establishment of God-given
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rights all over the world. To this extent, ﬁghting evil is a false choice:
we have no choice; or, the only response to this choice is to accept it,
bring it on!—anything else is damned from the outset. The falseness
of this choice is clear when we try to introduce it into the ﬁeld of politics and debate it: okay, we can end world poverty, ﬁnd a cure for cancer,
or eradicate evil in the world—whoever “votes” against eradicating evil
must secretly support it! Perhaps the proper response to Bush’s ontological evil is to take the choice of ﬁghting evil seriously—yes, there
is evil in the world, but there are other challenges as well.
Nevertheless, once the US is God’s chosen instrument for removing evil from the world, we have lost even the illusion—itself a vital
source of utopian energies—of democracy and the rule of law. Invoking evil as Real ruptures the symbolic order of language, rules, and
norms—Bush can barely speak; his administration uses language as a
mantra, meme, or slogan to affect people directly and viscerally; and,
his invasion of Iraq broke explicitly with previous US foreign policy,
the norms of the international community. How far this has gone
might be seen in the attacks on Howard Dean, the Vermont governor
who sought the Democratic nomination for president. Dean has been
widely mocked for suggesting that Osama bin Laden should receive
a fair trial. The rule of law, it seems, is now a joke, a joke preventing
the US from eradicating evil from the world.
Conclusion
While “evil” has long ﬂourished in the fecund discursive habitats of
Americanized religiosity, it has inhabited political speech as well,
evolving as it adapts to changes in political climate. “Evil” is at
home in George W. Bush’s presidential rhetoric not because of his
own personal faith, but because of a larger coincidence of relativism
and absolutist conviction, of the instability of signiﬁcation and the
resolve to signify in the face of this instability. Rather than two warring ethical or epistemological attitudes, relativism and absolutist
conviction are two sides of the same coin, part of the same ideological matrix. On the one hand, this coincidence of opposites involves
the way that each position limits and conditions the other—relativists
understand their position against absolutists and vice versa. To this
extent, neither position is fully identical with itself; each is internally
split, possible only through the other. But more important is the way
that the speculative identity between relativism and absolutism can
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be expressed as internal to relativism: relativism denotes an attitude
toward absolutes. Far from negating or even taking issue with these
absolutes, relativism requires the acceptance of particularized convictions, the acknowledgement that each is entitled to her own beliefs
and opinions. Differing positions or beliefs are not to be engaged,
compared, analyzed or brought into critical dialogue with one another. Rather, they are to be accepted as wholes, as essences, unique to
the self-identity of another. Today, then, absolute conviction appears
in and through relativism. Relativism encourages certainty in one’s
own convictions precisely because it accepts that others have their own
convictions: my convictions make me who I am.
Given the rich variability in “evil’s” discursive habitats, the multiple registers in which it thrives, determining the ﬁelds of reference
informing a speciﬁc invocation of “evil” is difﬁcult, potentially unending. Much easier is the registration of affect: an invocation of
“evil” expresses an intensity of judgment and belief. The efﬁcacy or
weight of the term “evil” thus shifts from the signiﬁed to the signifying subject. The subject is convinced, certain; he knows the truth;
he feels it deep in his soul. Moreover, as hearers join the speaker in
ﬁlling in “evil” with content, they become invested in the struggle
against “evil”: insofar as they have suppressed uncertainties and
installed their own unacknowledged fantasy of evil into the empty
place the term occupies they identify all the more deeply, libidinally,
with the battle against it. “Evil” might thus be usefully analogized to
“obscenity” in ﬁrst amendment jurisprudence: giving a clear, principled, deﬁnition of obscenity is too difﬁcult; nevertheless, “we know
it when we see it”. The emphasis shifts from the object to those who
know, to those brave and forthright enough to look evil in the face.
Were the terms “obscenity” and “evil” clear and unambiguous, using
them, applying them to their proper objects, would be no great feat.
In the US of George W. Bush, as in the US of Ronald Reagan, this shift
of the efﬁcacy of the term “evil” from its object to the signifying subject suggests will, courage, and faith; indeed, it points to the resolve
and conviction of a subject who knows.
As the retrospective of “evil” in presidential speeches attests,
Reagan’s invocation of evil differs markedly from that of his predecessors as evil becomes an ontological fact. Ontological evil permeates the world, establishing the conditions of existence even as its
speciﬁcity as an attribute or judgment remains elusive. This elusiveness, in turn, reﬂects on the moral character of the one willing to confront the truth of evil. Likewise, Bush’s invocation of an “axis-of-evil”
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doesn’t say anything about Iran, North Korea, or Iraq. It doesn’t even
say something about September 11th. Rather, it says something about
Bush—that he is a man of conviction that he is certain, that he knows.
Armed with certainty, he is empowered to ﬁght evil in all its myriad,
shifting, evolving forms, ﬁghting it as possibility, as potential, ﬁghting it before its pernicious effects can even be felt. In the face of Bush’s
knowledge of ontological evil, reasons are at best signs of weakness,
of a lapse in certainty. At worst, they are hosts for pernicious evil, a
mutant form in which evil hides.
NOTES
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York City, March 2003.
1. David Frum recounts the process through which Bush’s speech was written, highlighting the thinking that went into his adoption of the term “axis of hatred” and
Bush’s chief speech writer, Michael Gerson’s, substitution of “evil” for “hatred”. See
The Right Man: The Surprise Presidency of George W. Bush (New York: Random House,
2003) 231-239.
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(London: Verso, 1991) 33-46 and Slavoj Žižek, The Ticklish Subject (London: Verso,
1999) 88-89.
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Fundamentalist Language and Politics (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000)
272. In using the terms “believe” and “know”, I am following Slavoj Žižek’s account
of Lacan’s subject-supposed-to-know and subject-supposed-to-believe. See Slavoj Žižek, The
Plague of Fantasies (London: Verso, 1997) 106-109.
4. I am not saying that those who heard Bush’s speech necessarily agreed with him.
That resolve championed by conservatives was heavily criticized by more moderate,
less unilateral voices. Rather, my aim is to account of the conditions of possibility for
the use of a speciﬁc phrase. I am attempting to make explicit or bring to the fore the
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